Bayou Wilds Trails Update - March 2021

Trail Access Point A and Segment A-B to close March 23 for approximately one month

Trail Distances
A-B = 0.12 mi  E-F = 0.20 mi
B-C = 0.26 mi  D-H = 0.75 mi
C-D = 0.40 mi  G-H = 0.55 mi
D-E = 0.49 mi  J-K = 1.92 mi

Parking for Green Trail in Eastern Glades
Parking & Trails Access Point to Bayou Wilds West Trails
Picnic Loop Entrance
Gravel Segment B-F OPEN MARCH 23
Parking for Bayou Wilds West Trails on West Memorial Loop
Cullen Running Trails Center
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